
2017 BLSC Founders’ Day Regatta-  

Saturday, June 11 

Format: Catalina Fleet v. Hunter Fleet 

“The Catalina Challenge” 

The intent is to create a format which promotes celebration of the Club Founders while 

promoting fun and meaningful participation for all Club Members. 

 

Triangle Port Course – One Lap on a day when a Club Party with Live Music and Dinner are 

scheduled. Named Fleets sail with their PHRF. 

 Every boat finishing counts toward its Fleet winning. 

 One minute to be applied to adjusted PHRF time is awarded to each boat in a respective 

fleet for the number of boats beyond the opposing fleet’s boat total (i.e.; 9 Hunter(s) 

and 16 Catalina(s) = 7 minutes to be applied by the Catalina Fleet as they feel beneficial 

to winning). 

 If a boat carries a Founder during the race one minute will be awarded to that fleet to 

be applied to adjusted PHRF times as the fleet wishes.  

 If a boat carries a club member who is on the waiting list for a slip one minute will be 

awarded to that fleet to be applied to adjusted PHRF times as the fleet wishes. 

 The Spoiler Fleet will consist of all other club boats. This fleet will start ten (10) minutes 

after the start time for the named fleets. This fleet will not be awarded minutes. 

However, the Spoiler Fleet will not be bound by a PHRF and will pursue the named fleets 

“boat-for-boat”...hence; the heightened importance of the minutes awarded for the 

above stated provisions. The named fleets may elect to apply their awarded minutes to 

finish times of the Spoiler Fleet (Spoiler Fleet times begin at the Start Time of the named 

fleets’ start). 

 Provisional Captains of the Fleet will be the Skipper of the Greatest LOA Boat in their 

respective fleet. 

 T Shirts 

 Minutes awarded may be applied in increments of seconds.  

Points awarded for First Place will be One (1) Point rather than Three-Quarters of a Point (3/4). Points 

will be sequential for Second Place and all following positions. 

Summary: Get your Fleet out-in-number, get a Founder on board, as well as a Slip Waiting Club Member 

and your Fleet has a GREAT Chance of having Fun with tales to tell at the After Party. 

Bill Anderson  VC 2017 



 


